SOME COURSE OWNERS TRY TO GET NEW PLAYERS INVOLVED IN THE GAME BY REACHING OUT TO SCHOOLS AND GIVING KIDS A CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE THE PRISTINE CONDITIONS AS THEY LEARN A SOLID SWING. STEVE GRAYBILL, OWNER AT FOXCHASE GOLF CLUB IN STEVENS, PA., DOES SO BY COMBINING GOLF WITH A CLASSIC HARVEST-TIME EVENT.

GRAYBILL WORKED WITH LOCAL FARMER WARREN HOOVER TO PUT INTO ACTION THE INSPIRATION TO BRING IN NEW PLAYERS HE REALIZED WHILE ATTENDING THE 2012 GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW IN LAS VEGAS: TURNING A CORN MAZE INTO A FIVE-ACRE, OPEN-TO-THE-PUBLIC GOLF MAZE.

THE CORN FIELDS NEAR FOXCHASE HAVE ALSO SPROUTED A NINE-HOLE COURSE JUST FOR BEGINNING PLAYERS, WINDING THROUGH THE SCENIC STALKS WITH 10 TO 15-YARD-WIDE SWATHS OF FAIRWAY. CLUBS AND GOLF BALLS ARE PROVIDED, TEE TIMES ARE WHENEVER THE PLAYER SHOWS UP AND EACH HOLE ONLY RUNS FROM 40 TO 125 YARDS. BUNKERS AND WATER HAZARDS ARE NOTICEABLY ABSENT. IF THAT'S NOT ATTRACTIVE ENOUGH FOR CASUAL PLAYERS AND FAMILIES, THERE Aren'T ANY "GREENS" — JUST A FIVE-GALLON BUCKET BURIED IN THE GROUND AT THE END OF THE HOLE.

PLAYING THE COURSE IS EVEN CHEAP, AS LOW AS A $5 TRIP THROUGH THE NINE, THOUGH PICKING UP A HOTDOG AND DRINK IS A LITTLE EXTRA. WITH THE RESPONSE FOXCHASE HAS GOTTEN, HOWEVER, THEY'LL BE HARVESTING CROPS OF NEW, INTERESTED PLAYERS FOR A LONG TIME TO COME.

AUSSIE SUPERINTENDENTS CAME TOGETHER IN SUPPORT OF A GOLF CLUB THAT WAS VANDALIZED EARLIER THIS YEAR, HELPING TO REPLACE DAMAGED TURF. VICTORIA'S DROUIN GOLF CLUB LOST SIX GREENS WHEN THEY WERE SPRAYED WITH ARSENAL XPRESS BACK IN APRIL.

THOUGH SUPERINTENDENT JASON ALLAN TRIED TO HELP THE COURSE WEATHER THE CHEMICAL ONSLAUGHT, THE HERBICIDE DID ITS JOB AND LEFT GREENS DAMAGED AS THE WINTER MELTED OFF. BEFORE THE START OF THE SEASON (YOU REMEMBER THAT SPRING BEGINS IN SEPTEMBER IN AUSTRALIA, RIGHT?), THE CLUB HAD TO MAKE THE DIFFICULT CHOICE TO DO SOME RESURFACING.

ALLAN FIRST GOT HELP FROM THE NATIONAL GOLF CLUB, WHICH DONATED MORE THAN 30,000 SQUARE FEET OF BENTGRASS TURF, WORTH MORE THAN $40,000. ONCE THE REPLACEMENT SOD WAS DELIVERED BY ANCO TURF, ALLAN NEEDED ANOTHER HAND IN FIXING THE GREENS THEMSELVES. HE PUT OUT A CALL FOR HELP, AND MORE THAN 50 TURF PROS FROM AREA COURSES AND VOLUNTEERS SHOWED UP TO MAKE SHORT WORK OF TURNING THE COURSE GREEN AGAIN.

NOT ONLY WERE THE GREENS REPAIRED, VOLUNTEERS ALSO LAID OUT THE NEW 19TH GREEN, WHICH HAD BEEN IN CONSTRUCTION BUT STALLED THANKS TO THE VANDALISM.